CONCUSSION POLICY
CONCUSSION
The New Zealand Lacrosse Association will follow the agreed guidelines around concussion
management. The ACC document (ACC Concussion) will form the basis for this policy.
http://www.acc.co.nz/PRD_EXT_CSMP/groups/external_communications/documents/reference_to
ols/wpc136118.pdf
This policy is also in line with the FIL Concussion policy for tournaments and the Australian Lacrosse
Association policy.
http://filacrosse.com/wp-content/themes/sportedge/downloads/FIL_Concussion_Policy_2016.pdf

Concussion Identification
Any person suspected of having a concussion must be removed from the field of play or training. If a
medical professional is on hand that person can assess if there is concussion. If no medical person is
present, then the Pocket Concussion Recognition Tool can be used, but only a qualified medical
professional can assess and diagnose a concussion.

If there is any doubt the person must be removed from the activity. The person must then see a
medical professional as soon as possible.
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Any single official who is allowed to stop play, can declare that, in their opinion, someone may have
concussion, and shall send the player from the field. The official has jurisdiction on any player on the
field of play, not on the side line.
The player is not allowed to return to play the same day.
The responsibility is on the team management to ensure player safety.

Graduated Return to Play (GRTP)
All players diagnosed with a concussion or suspected concussion must go through the GRTP
described below.
Medical clearance must be provided to the association before a player is allowed to return to play.
GRADUATED RETURN TO PLAY STAGES
Rehab stage
1
Complete mental and physical rest
until symptoms have cleared
2
Once symptom- free, light aerobic
exercise, such as walking or stationary
cycling.
3
Lacrosse specific exercise, such as
running or ball drills, only if symptomfree. No impact activities
4
Non- contact training until medical
clearance given and only if symptomfree
5
Once medical clearance has been
given, full training
6
Return to play

19 + years old
14 days

Minimum Time
Under 19
14 days

2 days

2 days

1 day

2 days

1 day

2 days

2 days

2 days

TOTAL 3 weeks

TOTAL 3.5 weeks

Any exception to the above will require medical proof that the player can return early.
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